Here are the results of the ...
Overview

• Scope
• Roles
• Munging
• Issues
OAI Host

Metadata (inc class)
User training

Submission services

Data entry

OAI manager

Well found service ‘guarantee’
24/7
Secure long term access
Replication
OAI

DP Referral Publishing SP

Citation indexes, etc
Portal

Institution

Policy and practice

Asset management

E-prints learning materials
image databases
people (expertise)
cultsci heritage
Sharing …?

• Standards
  – subject, identifier
  – agreement

• Cultural
  – lobbying, education
  – action and support materials

• Archiving

• Practical
  – tools
  – guidelines
  – best practice
  – templates

• Conceptual
  – shared view of level of service
  – service benchmarks